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Trumpet Judgments

1. Hail, fire and blood...1/3 of Trees and Grass burned…
.Revelation 8:7
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4. Fouth Seal….Pale Horse…Death on the Earth.1/4 men
die..Revelation 6:7-8

5.Fifth Seal…Believer’s killed under the altar… Revelation 6:9-11

2. Great mountain burning...1/3 of Seas, creatures and ships struck Revelation 8:8-9
3. Burning asteroid, 1/3 fresh waters become bitter Revelation 8:10-11

4. Darkness...1/3 Sun, moon, stars and night darkened Revelation 8:12-13

5. Locusts from Bottomless Pit...Mankind stung for 5 months Revelation 9:112

6. Angels from the Euphrates...200 million horsemen...1/3 of mankind
killed…
Revelation 9:13-21

Multitude killed in the Great Tribulation, before the throne
Revelation 7:9-17
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3. Third Seal...Black Horse…Scarcity on the Earth...Revelation 6:5-6

The 70th Week begins with the covenant to
reestablish Temple Sacrifice. This will follow the conflict of Gog and Magog which
will effect the whole earth.
The Antichrist using this conflict
will more then likely establish his position
on earth through military might.
This will be temporary as the
world breaks out into war with 1/4 of the
Earth’s population dying following this false
peace. Nuclear war, fallout, lack of food,
and disease increase the dead on the earth

2.Second Seal...Red Horse…..War Takes.
..Revelation 6:3-4

Revelation 5: The Lamb takes the 7 Sealed

144,000
Jews sealed.
12,000 from
each tribe.
Revelation
Preach the
Gospel
7:1-8

6.Sixth Seal…Great Earthquake, Cosmic disturbances...Revelation
6:12-17

The 70th week, includes persecution of those
who acknowledge Jesus Christ is Lord. We see
those who are killed during this period of time
are in Heaven, under the altar.
Through the witness of the 144,000
Jewish males, the Gospel is spread throughout
the earth. Israel’s becomes the light to the
nations they were meant to be.
In Jerusalem, Two witnesses one
being Elijah, bring down God’s judgments on
the earth. They are vocalizing God as the
source of plagues as judgment for sins. Giving
people on the Earth an option to Antichrist.

Mighty Angel with the Little
Book Prepares John for the
Middle and 2nd Half of the
Tribulation.
Revelation 10

Two Witnesses testify for 1260 days causing
plagues to fall on earth...Revelation 11:3

Following the death of 1/4 of the Earth population in the
seal judgments, another 1/3 of the remaining population die
in the trumpet judgments from war breaking out on the earth
again. Bringing the total dead to at least 50% of the Earth
population Prior to this men are stung for a period of 5
months giving them opportunity to seek God.
Cosmic disturbances destroy the environment,
causing 1/3 of trees, grass, seas and waters to be destroyed
or become bitter. God is testing the earth, giving mankind
an opportunity to repent and choose him verses the horror
yet to come in the 2nd half of the tribulation period.
Pressure mount for the Antichrist to make Israel
submit. They refuse causing him to attack Jerusalem to stop
the two witnesses operating inside the city.

First Half of the Tribulation …….1260 days

7.Seventh Seal...Silence in heaven for 1/2 hour Revelation 8:1-6

Revelation 4 The Throne Room of Heaven
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1.Ephesus
2.Smyrna
3.Pergamos
4.Thyatira
5.Sardis
6.Philadelphia
7.Laoedica

Church Age

With the rejection of Messiah
the Prince, the church age
began. The church age was a
mystery hidden in ages past.
God would incorporate the
Gentiles into his covenant with
Israel. (Ephesians 3:1-8, Colossians 1:28-29)
The removal of the church
reestablishes Israel’s position.
They become the God’s dispensation of truth to the nations.

1.First Seal…...White Horse... False Peace..
.Revelation 6:1-2

